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1 
In this paper we will be concerned with the kernels of the irreducible 
complex characters of a finite group. Let Irr(G) denote the set of irreducible 
complex characters of a finite group G and F(G) denote the Fitting subgroup 
of G. For x E Irr(G), the group F(X) is defined byF(x)/Ker x = F(G/Ker x). 
In Section 2 we show that for x E Irr(G) if F(x) is not nilpotent, then there 
exists p E Irr(G) with Ker q~ < Ker x (Corollary 2.3). 
In particular, for every group G there is x E Irr(G) such thatF(x), and hence 
Ker x, is nilpotent. Set K(G) = max{l G: Ker x 1 1 x E Irr(G)}. The main 
result of Section 3 is: If x E Irr(G), then 1 G: Ker x 1 I k(G) (Theorem 3.1). 
All groups to be considered are finite and all characters are taken over the 
complex field. In addition to the standard notation, if H < G, then Core,(H) 
will denote the largest normal subgroup of G contained in H. 
LEMMA 1.1. If H < G, q~ E Irr(H), and x is an irreducible constituent of 
‘pG, tht=n 
Coreo(Ker 9) < Ker x n H < Ker 9. 
Proof. It is clear that if 8 is a character of a group and p is an irreducible 
constituent of 8, then Ker 6 < Ker /3. Hence, Ker (vG) < Ker x and 
Ker(xH) < Ker IJJ. The result follows since Ker(qG) = Core,(Ker 9) and 
Ker&) = Ker x n H. 
We write H 4 G when His a maximal subgroup of G and N *Q G when 
N is a minimal normal subgroup of G. For K < G and 9, a character of K, 
the function q+, on G is defined by v&g) = dg) for g E K and rpa(g) = 0, 
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otherwise. The next lemma is of fundamental importance in the sequel. 
A similar result was also proved by Garrison (see [l, Lemma I]). 
Lzn$MA 1.2. Let x E Irr(G) and H + G be such that H Ker x = G. 
Define V = (h E H / x(h) # 0). If (x~)“~ = I G: H I xH, then 
(a) KerxnHdGand 
(b) af Ker x n H < L a H, then Ker x n H < L n V CI G. 
Proof. Let v  = xH and x E H. I f  g E G is such that gxg-l E H, then 
1 G : H j y(gxg-l) = plG(gxg-l) = y”(x) = 1 G : H 1 q(x). 
Hence, 
Thus, if v(x) # 0, then gxg-l E H and p(gxg-l) = v(x) for every g E G. 
In particular, I’ and Ker v  = Ker x n H are normal subgroups of G. 
Let Ker v  <L <I H. Since I’ and Ker x are normal subgroups of G and 
V n Ker x <L, it follows that L n V is normalized by Ker X. Clearly, 
L n V Q H and thus L n V 4 G. It remains to show Ker y  # L n V. If, 
on the contrary, Ker v  = L n V, then v’r. is a multiple of the regular character 
of L/Ker 9). Hence, 0 # (cpr. , lL) = (cp, l&) and, by Lemma 1 .l, L = 
Corex(Ker(lJ) < Ker v,, which contradicts the assumption that Ker c,~ < L. 
2 
We give a partial order < to the set Irr(G) by x < 9 if and only if Ker 
x < Ker v  and x(l) > v(1). The set of minimal elements in this ordering is 
denoted %X(G). 
LEMMA~.~. If xEEOZ(G) and H + G is such that HKerx = G, then 
xH E Irr(H). If rp is an irreducible constituent of (~n)~, then 0)~ = xH . 
Proof. Since G/Ker x m H/Ker x n H, it is clear that xH E Irr(H). 
Let p be an irreducible constituent of (x~)~. If  H Ker ‘p = G, then 
v,., E Irr(H) and rp~ = xH . On the other hand, if Ker Q < H, Lemma 1.1 
implies that Ker v  < Ker x. But x E %X(G) and thus, ~(1) < x( 1). As x,, 
is an irreducible constituent of (PH , we have vH = xH in this case also. 
In fact, more is true of the members of 9X(G). 
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THEOREM 2.2. Ifx~!ll(G), then either 
(a) F(X) is nilpotent 01 
(b) Ker x is nilpotent and there exists H + G with H Ker x = G and 
xH E Irr(H). Also, if y is an irreducible constituent of (x~)~ other than x, then 
~~=x~andKerp,=KerxnH. 
Proof. By induction on 1 G 1. Without loss of generality there exists 
x E ‘9.X(G) such that F(x) is not nilpotent. Let S be a nonnormal Sylow sub- 
group ofF(x) and H 4 G with No(S) < H. If Ker x is not nilpotent, choose 
5’ so that S n Ker x is a nonnormal Sylow subgroup of Ker x and choose H 
such that No(S n Ker x) < H. 
As S Ker x 4 G, the Frattini argument shows H Ker x = G and thus, 
by Lemma 1.2(a), Ker (xH) Q G. Since S n Ker x < Ker(x,) we have 
No(S n Ker X) Ker(xH) = G, which is impossible if NG(S n Ker X) < H. 
Therefore, Ker x is nilpotent. However, F(x)/Ker(xH) is not nilpotent, for if 
it were then S Ker(x,) 4 G and G = No(S) Ker(x,) < H, a contradiction. 
Clearly, x E Z,R(G/Ker(x,)) and if Ker(xH) # 1 there exists, by induction, a 
group H,/Ker(x,) 4 G/Ker(x,) satisfying (b) of the theorem. Hence we may 
assume Ker(xH) = 1 and thus Ker x -4 G. 
Let q~ be an irreducible constituent of (x~)~. By Lemma 2.1, q~~ = xH . If 
H Ker ‘p = G, then 1 Ker v 1 = I Ker x I and Ker y is nilpotent. Therefore, 
Ker q~ < F(X) andF(X)/Ker 9 w F(x) n H which implies that F(x)/Ker 9, n 
Ker x is nilpotent. Since F(X) is not nilpotent, Ker v = Ker x and thus, v = x 
as desired. 
As an immediate consequence we have 
COROLLARY 2.3. For x E Irr(G) if F(X) is not nilpotent, then there exists 
q~ E Irr(G) with Ker q~ < Ker X. 
In the papers of Isaacs and Passman [2,3,4,5], much is done to give relation- 
ships between the structure of a group and the degrees of its irreducible 
characters. We next give a result concerning the kernels of those irreducible 
characters of a solvable group which have maximum degree. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let G be a solvable group and set 
n = max(~(l)l q~ E Irr(G)}. 
If n > 1 and x E Irr(G) with x(1) = It, there exists N Q G with N nilpotent 
andKerx < N. 
Proof. By induction on I G ]. The corollary is obviously true if G is a 
nonabelian group of order 6. Assume the result for groups of order less than 
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1 G 1 and choose x E Irr(G) with x(1) = rz. As rz > 1 and G/Ker x is solvable, 
Ker x < F(X). Hence, we may assume that F(x) is not nilpotent. 
By Theorem 2.2b, there is H + G with xH E Irr(H) and (x~)~~ = 
1 G : H 1 xH. Now ~~(1) = max{v(l)l v  E Irr(H)} > 1 and thus, by induc- 
tion, there is M Q H such that M is nilpotent and Ker(x,) < M. Therefore, 
by Lemma 1.2b, there is a subgroup T of M with Ker(x,) < T Q G. 
Since Ker x is nilpotent and Ker x < T Ker X, the result follows. 
Obviously, F(X) contains the group N of this corollary. I f  G is a nonnil- 
potent group of order 24 with a nonabelian Sylow 2-subgroup and an 
abelian subgroup of order 12, then all irreducible characters of G have degree 
1 or 2. I f  x E Irr(G) is such that j Ker x 1 = 3, then x(1) = 2 andF(x)(which 
is G) is not nilpotent. Hence the group N of Corollary 2.4 need not, in general, 
bY F(x). 
3 
It is the purpose of this section to discover properties of the function k( ) 
as defined in Section 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Ifx E Irr(G), then 1 G : Ker x [ 1 k(G). 
Proof. Let F = F(G). For H < G, define 
Z(H) = min{] Core,(Ker v)l I IJI E Irr(H)}. 
Step 1. Z(G) < Z(F). 
Choose v  E Irr(F) such that I Core,(Ker v)l = Z(F). Let x be an irreducible 
constituent of @ and 0 E m(G) with Ker 0 < Ker x n F < Ker v. There- 
fore, Ker 0 < Core,(Ker 97) and Z(G) < Z(F). 
Let p be a prime dividing I F 1 and P be a Sylow p-subgroup of F. For m a 
natural number, we use mp, to denote thep-part of m. 
Step 2. Z(F), = Z(P). 
Let ~JI E Irr(P) and x be an irreducible constituent of fl. It suffices to show 
1 CoreG(Ker p)l = I CoreG(Ker x)1,. 
Since F is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups xp = erp. Hence, 
Ker x n P = Ker v  and Core,(Ker x n P) = Core,(Ker p). But P Q G and 
thus, Core,(Ker X) n P = CoreG(Ker x n P). Therefore, I CoreG(Ker vp)l = 
1 CoreG(Ker x) n P 1 = I Core,(Ker x)1, . 
Step 3. If  x E Irr(G), then Z(P) < 1 Ker x le . 
Let rp be an irreducible constituent of xp . Clearly, CoreG(Ker F) < 
Ker x n P and thus, Z(P) < I Ker x I9 , as required. 
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In particular, Z(P) < Z(G), . Let d = n Z(P), where the product is taken 
mover all the Sylow subgroups of F. By Steps 1, 2, and 3, we have d < Z(G) < 
Z(F) = d. Hence, Z(P) = Z(G), f or every Sylow subgroup of F. In view of 
Step 3, we have Z(G)1 1 Ker x [ f or every x ~1rr(G) or, equivalently, 
1 G: Ker x 1 1 K(G). 
COROLLARY 3.2. (a) If N a G, then K(G/N)j k(G). 
(b) If H < G, then R(H)1 k(G). 
Proof. (a) follows immediately from Theorem 3.1, since Irr(G/N) can 
/be viewed as a subset of Irr(G). 
To establish (b), choose v E Irr(H) with I H: Ker v / = k(H) and let x be 
,an irreducible constituent of pG. Clearly, Ker x n H < Ker ‘p and 
IH:HnKerxI=\HKerx:Kerx/. 
Thus, I H: Ker ‘p ( I I G: Ker x I and, by Theorem 3.1, K(H)1 k(G). 
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